We report direct measurement of hot-electron temperatures and relaxation dynamics for peak electron temperatures between 3400 and 11000 K utilizing two-pulse-correlation femtosecond (fs) thermionic emission. The fast relaxation times ( &1.5 ps) are described by extending RT characterizations of the thermal conductivity, electron-phonon coupling, and electronic specific heat to these high electron ternperatures.
In the femtosecond laser intensity regime utilized here, the e1ectmn emission is dominated by the thermionic process which is strongly space charge suppressed. T,(t) generated by a single laser pulse of the same intensity. This is because T~, which is generated just after the second laser pulse, depends monotonically on the electron temperature T, at the time ht the second pulse arrives. For two overlapping pulses T, (ht) is obviously a maximum, and therefore so is Tp"k. As At increases, T, (ht} decreases, and therefore so does T,". For ht such that T,(ht) has returned to near the ambient temperature, T,"(and hence the yield) for the two pulses is at a minimum (and is the same as for just one pulse). Hence by simply measuring the yield vs pulse separation one obtains an immediate approximate assessment of the hot-electron cooling curve for single-pulse excitation. ' Figure l shows the measured electron yield versus ht for various laser intensities. The yield drops to a canstant value (from its maximum at zero time delay} in less than 500 fs for excitation at a total zero-time-delay intensity of Io=1.0X10"W/cm [ Fig. 1(d) where C, and C; are the electron and lattice specific heats, respectively, and u (r, t} is the absorbed energy density from the laser pulses. The equations assume that the electrons thermalize on a time scale shorter than the laser pulse, an approximation which is valid in this temperature regime. ' By using RT values of C"~,and G for Au (C, =yT"y=67.6 J/m K, @=315 W/mK, ' and G=3.SX10' W/m K' ), equations (2) and (3) were solved for two laser pulses equivalent to those used in the experiment.
[The temperature The results, plotted in Fig. 3 , show that T, (t) (produced for zero time delay, main panel) and hence T ""vs ht (inset) both decay on a time scale much longer than experirnentally observed, and they also yield T "k's considerably higher than the measurement indicates at high excitations. It is clear that these low-temperature values for C"~, and G are poor approximations for Au in this high-temperature regime. 
